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OUTLOOK   

Short term outlook 
 

 September 25
th
’s referendum on Kurdish independence, held in the KRI and KRG controlled disputed 

territories across northern Iraq, has seen federal Iraq and regional partners threaten the KRI with economic 

measures that will potentially introduce uncertainty into business operations and cross-border travel in the KRI 

in the short term. 

 
 The collapse of the Hawija pocket and ISF operations to clear Anbar’s Euphrates River Valley may see 

heightened impetus for high-profile attacks into population centres in the north, west and capital regions. 

These will likely be constrained by security footprint, particularly in Baghdad, with attacks most likely to strike 

secondary or opportunistic targets in outlying districts (including checkpoints). IS may also attempt to increase 

their attack tempo in eastern Anbar, with the cities of Ramadi and Fallujah likely to be key targets for high-

profile attacks.  

 

 A complex attack in western Dhi Qar on September 14 exhibits IS retains intent and capability for substantial 

attacks in the southern provinces. The region remains assessed as non-permissive for IS to significantly 

escalate operations due to demographics, with the few Sunni militant sympathizers in the region remaining 

isolated. Other major attacks in the south so far this year include two SVBIED attacks in Basra province on 

May 19 and SVIED attacks in Karbala and Babel on June 9. 

Medium to long term outlook  
 

 In the absence of a concerted effort to engage disenfranchised and radical tribes in Sunni dominated areas of 

the country, it is possible that the post-IS security environment will be characterized by sectarian flash points 

between radical Sunni tribes and Shia militia groups, especially in Nineveh province and western Kirkuk.  

Limited reporting has already pointed to displaced Sunni families being advised or directed to leave Kirkuk. IS 

is almost certain to revert to a decentralized insurgency, conducting asymmetric attacks in permissive areas of 

the country, which will be complemented by more substantial complex attacks in areas of Anbar, Salah ad-Din, 

and Nineveh.  

 

 Low-level incidents related to criminality, personal disputes and tribal tensions are likely to continue in Basra 

and the southern provinces in general.  This is assessed to be facilitated by the dispatch of large segments of 

the security forces to the frontlines up north.  Long-term tensions are also likely to be driven by the return of 

Shia militia factions likely expecting material and social rewards for the contribution in the national campaign 

against IS. 
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SIGNIFICANT EVENTS 

Kurdish referendum reaction dominates domestic political reporting 

Reporting this week has again been dominated by last month’s Kurdish independence referendum and the 

continued ‘fallout’ domestically and regionally. The Iraqi government position continues to assert that the 

referendum was ‘unconstitutional’ while the Kurdish line remains that the referendum was a ‘legitimate right of 

the Kurdish people’.  Kurdish MPs boycotted this week’s session of the Iraqi parliament amid continued 

disagreements over the referendum issue.   

Iraqi PM announces ‘liberation’ of Hawija, US praises swift, decisive victory 
Iraqi Prime Minister Haider al-Abadi announced the liberation of Hawija from IS October 5. Speaking at a joint 

press conference with French President Emmanuel Macron in Paris, aired live by state-run Iraqia News TV, 

Abadi announced the full recapture of Hawija district and town from IS, noting that the border are with Syria was 

the only remaining area under IS  control. US led coalition sources praised the ‘swift and decisive victory’ against 

IS in Hawijah. “The battle was hard fought and operations to liberate the city took 14 days, with many sources 

reporting more than 1,000 terrorists surrendered,” reads a statement from the US Central Command.   

 

THREAT MATRIX 
 

Region Political Terrorism Militancy Crime K&R 

KRG* Moderate Low Low Low Low 

North** Moderate High-Extreme High High High 

Baghdad Moderate Moderate Moderate Moderate Moderate 

Anbar Moderate High High High High 

South*** Moderate Low Moderate Moderate Moderate 

Threat Scale Minimal Low Moderate High Extreme 

      

* KRG – Dohuk, Erbil & Sulaymaniyah 
**   North – Nineveh, Salah ad-Din & Diyala 
*** South – Babil, Wasit, Karbala, Najaf, Qadisiyah, Dhi Qar, Muthanna, Maysan & Basra 
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LATEST DEVELOPMENTS   
 

Reporting this week has again been dominated by last month’s Kurdish independence referendum and the 

continued ‘fallout’ domestically and regionally. The Iraqi government position continues to assert that the 

referendum was ‘unconstitutional’ while the Kurdish line remains that the referendum was a ‘legitimate right of 

the Kurdish people’.  Kurdish MPs boycotted this week’s session of the Iraqi parliament amid continued 

disagreements over the referendum issue.  While the death of former Iraqi president and Kurdish political leader 

Jalal Talabani October 3 saw cross party and international condolences for a man who was universally 

respected, controversy surrounded his official arrival back in Sulaymaniyah when his casket was draped in the 

Kurdish flag, prompting several Iraqi MPs to leave the event.  Some commentators saw this as a microcosm of 

the ongoing dispute between Baghdad and Erbil.     

Political 
 

Kurdish parliament rejects Iraqi government’s post-referendum moves 

The Iraqi Kurdistan Region parliament has rejected the recent decisions and measures made by the Iraqi 

parliament in the wake of the Kurdish independence referendum on September 25, a Kurdistan media report 

claimed on September 30. The Kurdistan parliament held a meeting to discuss the Iraqi parliament and 

government's punitive decisions against the region. The parliament's decree, adopted in a unanimous vote, listed 

all the measures and decisions, including the Iraqi parliament's request to the Iraqi prime minister to deploy 

federal forces in the disputed areas.  

 

Iraq denies asking Kurdish forces to evacuate Mosul Dam 

The Iraqi Ministry of Water Resources has denied reports that it asked the Kurdish Peshmerga forces to 

evacuate Mosul Dam on the Tigris River within five days, Shafaq News website reported on September 30.  The 

Kurdish website quoted the Minister of Water Resources Hasan al-Janabi as denying the reports and calling on 

the media to verify the accuracy in conveying news and to rely only on the ministry's announcements as a sole 

source for information. Kurdish Peshmerga forces recaptured Iraq's largest dam from IS in August 2014.   

 

Iraq seeks to collect KRG’s oil revenues; PM Abadi reassures Kurdish citizens  

Iraqi Prime Minister Haider al-Abadi has hinted that his government wants to take control of revenue generated 

from Kurdish oil exports.  The measure is the latest of a set of actions taken by Baghdad against the Kurdistan 

Region for carrying out last week's referendum that saw a 92-percent vote for independence, the first of which 

saw a ban in international flights to and from the Kurdish region.  Abadi said in a tweet that his government 

wanted to pay monthly salaries of KRG employees with money from Kurdish oil sales.  “Federal government 

control of oil revenues is in order to pay KR (Kurdistan Region) employee salaries in full” he said. PM Abadi also 

reassured Kurdish citizens they will remain secure even as the government escalates its measure against their 

region’s government.  

 

Arab League SecGen ready to support Allawi initiative over referendum issues 

In a statement on October 1, Arab League Secretary General Ahmed Aboul Gheit expressed his readiness to 

support the initiative of Vice President Iyad Allawi over the current crisis of the referendum in the Kurdistan 

region.  Allawi's office said in a statement that the vice president received a telephone call from the Arab League 

Secretary-General in which he praised Allawi's initiative and the response of Kurdistan Region President 

Massoud Barzani.  Gheit expressed his readiness to support the initiative and coordination with the Secretary-

General of the United Nations, stressing that such an initiative and action will protect Iraq from more crises and 

problems.  It was agreed, according to the statement, to communicate with the Secretary-General of the United 

Nations to gain his support the initiative.   
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Kurdish region urges Iraq, UN to lift the international flight ban to the region  

The Kurdish Regional Government (KRG) has called on the federal government in Baghdad and the UN to lift 

the air embargo imposed on the Kurdish region following last week’s independence referendum.  The 

international flight ban on the region came into effect on September 29 after Erbil rejected a call by Baghdad to 

surrender control of the Erbil and Sulaymaniyah airports to the federal government.  The move came amid 

tension between Baghdad and Erbil over the latter’s decision to hold its independence referendum last week 

over whether to secede from Iraq.   In a statement issued over the weekend, the KRG described the embargo as 

a ‘collective punishment’ warning that the move would distract from the ongoing fight against IS.  The KRG also 

warned that the ban would hinder visits by patients and those injured in the fight against IS for medical treatment 

abroad and urged the UN to intercede over the issue. 

 

PM’s office rejects talks unless referendum results cancelled, Kurds insist on dialogue 

In an official statement on October 2, Prime Minister Abadi’s media office again reiterated the position that the 

Iraqi government would not engage in talks with the Kurdistan Region unless it annulled the results of last week's 

referendum and then engage in serious dialogue with Baghdad to strengthen the integrity of Iraq.  The statement 

from the Iraqi premier come a day after the Political Leadership of Kurdistan rejected all calls for the cancellation 

of the September 25 referendum.  Erbil also said in a separate announcement that it welcomed an ‘initiative’ 

from Iraq’s top Shiite cleric Ayatollah Ali al-Sistani who had last week called on Iraqi authorities to respect 

Kurdistan’s rights and urged officials in the Kurdistan Region to resolve the two sides outstanding problems.  The 

prime minister’s office spokesman Saad al-Hadithi also called on the Kurdistan region to confirm its commitment 

to the constitution and the decisions of the Federal Court. 

 

Former Iraqi president and PUK leader Jalal Talabani passed away on October 3 

Jalal Talabani who served as the president of Iraq between 2005 and 2014 and was the first Kurd to hold the 

post died at the age of 83 in a hospital in Germany on 3 October 2017. The head of the UN mission to Iraq, Jan 

Kubis, expresses his deepest condolences on the passing of Jalal Talabani, who he described as “a historic 

symbol of Kurdish struggle for their rights, against dictatorship and for democracy, and a leading voice of 

moderation, dialogue, mutual understanding and respect in Iraq’s contemporary politics.”  Iraqi state-run TV paid 

tribute to former Iraqi president; the reports also offered condolences to the Iraqi people and Talabani's family. It 

also hailed his "patriotic role in uniting the Iraqi people" during his rule.  Flags were flown at half-mast across the 

Kurdish region following the announcement of his death, the region also observe a week of mourning. Following 

news of Talabani’s death, leaders across Iraq and beyond released statements expressing their condolences.  

Mr Talabani was “a longstanding figure in the fight against dictatorship and a sincere partner in building a new 

democratic Iraq”, Iraqi Prime Minister Haider al-Abadi said in a statement. Regional and international leaders 

also expressed their condolences over his passing.   

 

Iraqi parliament sits without Kurdish MPs; Turkey threatens further sanctions 

On October 3, the Council of Representatives (CoR) held its session headed by the Speaker of the Council 

Salim al-Jubouri and attended by 175 MPs.  Kurdish MPs had refused to attend the Iraqi parliament session in 

Baghdad as tensions continue between the central government in Baghdad and the Kurdish authorities.  

Mohammed al-Karbouli, a member of the Iraqi Parliament’s Security and Defence Committee, confirmed that 

Kurdish MPs did not show up for Tuesday's session.  The CoR voted to implement last week’s decision of the 

parliament for measures against the Kurdish referendum.  They also called for the Legal and Member Affairs 

Committees to provide the CoR with the names of those members who participated in the referendum.   

 

Iraqi PM urges joint administration over disputed areas 

Iraqi Prime Minister Haider al-Abadi has called for a joint federal administration to run disputed areas between 

Baghdad and the Kurdish region.  In his weekly news conference, aired by state-run Iraqia News TV on October 

3, the Iraqi premier warned against ‘military mobilisation’ in Kirkuk Province, amid growing tensions between 

Baghdad and Erbil over the non-binding referendum on independence a week ago.  "The military mobilisation in 

[oil-rich, multi-ethnic] Kirkuk will have grave consequences", Abadi warned, saying that "imposing a fait accompli 
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in contested areas is unacceptable".  "Abiding by the constitution and cancelling the result of the referendum are 

conditions to resume dialogue" Abadi also said.  Meanwhile, Abadi said that the stance adopted by Iraq’s ‘Higher 

Religious Authority’ Grand Ayatollah Ali al-Sistani regarding Kurdistan's referendum was supportive and 

enhanced Iraq's unity.  

 

PM Abadi visits Paris, French mediation over Kurdish referendum not on agenda   

Prime Minister Haider al-Abadi headed to Paris on October 4 at the official invitation of French President 

Emmanuel Macron.  "PM Abadi will discuss with the French president the issues related to the focus of efforts to 

fight terrorism in the region, especially as France has air and ground forces that contribute to the international 

coalition forces to fight IS," the media sources in the prime minister's office said.  The two sides will discuss 

bilateral relations and ways to strengthen them and the possibility of France's contribution to the reconstruction 

of the devastated cities that have recently been liberated from IS terrorist organization, the statement added.  

Earlier unconfirmed reports claimed that while Macron had offered a mediation role between Baghdad and Erbil 

over the current Kurdish referendum issues, he had later withdrawn from playing mediation role between the two 

sides.  

 

Turkey, Iran: common stance over Kurdish referendum and Syria situation 

The presidents of Turkey and Iran indicated on October 4 that their countries share a common stance on 

developments in neighbouring Syria and Iraq, particularly on the recent referendum in the Kurdistan Region, the 

establishing of de-escalation zones in Syria and also on counter terrorism.  President Recep Tayyip Erdogan 

arrived in Tehran with a high-level delegation Wednesday on an invitation from Iranian President Hassan 

Rouhani. Both leaders drew particular attention to the regional developments in Iraq after the KRG 

independence referendum on September 25, both asserting that the referendum was ‘illegitimate and null’ and 

that Iraq's territorial integrity is important for regional stability.  

 

PM Abadi rejects any idea of confrontation between Iraqi and Kurdish forces   

Prime Minister Haider al-Abadi, called on the Kurdish armed forces (Peshmerga) to join the Iraqi forces, and 

rejected any speculation of the potential for armed conflict between Federal Iraq and the Kurdish region.  "We do 

not want an armed confrontation and we do not want hostilities or clashes," Abadi told a joint news conference 

with the French president in Paris on October 5.  He added "We call on the Peshmerga to be part of the Iraqi 

forces under the federal authority."  Abadi added that Iraq respected the aspirations of the Kurdish citizens, but 

we have to work together and the federal authority must be extended to all the regions.  For his part, Macron 

said that he hoped Iraq would engage in national reconciliation and dialogue with the Kurds, stressing the unity 

and stability of Iraq.   

 

Iraq, Iran, Turkey to decide together on shutting down Kurdistan’s oil: Erdogan  

Iraq, Iran, and Turkey are solidifying their unity against the Kurdistan Region, threatening joint action to shut 

down the Region’s oil exports in reaction to Kurdistan’s independence referendum, according to the Turkish 

president Recep Tayyip Erdogan.  “In the case of northern Iraq, Iran, Iraq and Turkey will form a tripartite 

mechanism and will decide on shutting down the oil,” Erdogan told reporters on October 5 after his visit to 

Tehran.  In a joint Turkish-Iranian statement, the two nations expressed their support for Baghdad and told 

Kurdish authorities to “avoid actions that would damage the constitutional system as well as the unity and 

territorial integrity of Iraq.”   

 

Former Iraqi president's body arrives in Kurdistan; but controversy over flag issues  

The body of deceased Kurdish leader and former Iraqi president Jalal Talabani arrived in the Kurdistan Region 

on October 6 to be buried in a special ceremony.  Iraqi state-TV carried live footage of the arrival of Talabani's 

body at Sulaimaniyah International Airport.  Hundreds of Iraqi officials and foreign diplomats were attending the 

ceremony including Iraqi President Fuad Masum and President of Kurdistan Region Massoud Barzani.  The 

ceremony was not without controversy when Iraqi private Al-Ittijah TV cut its live coverage of the funeral, saying 

the step was in opposition of draping Talabani’s coffin in the Kurdish flag rather than the Iraqi national one.   
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US cessation of salaries to Peshmerga not related to independence referendum: US DoD   

The US government has stopped paying salaries to the Peshmerga forces after an agreement between the US 

and the Kurdish government for a year expired in July, according to the Washington based Middle East focused 

al-Monitor news website. In a subsequent statement, US Defence Department Spokesman, Eric Pahon said that 

the memorandum of understanding (MOU) signed between the US and the Kurdistan Regional Government 

(KRG) facilitating stipend support during the Mosul operation expired in July 2017 and that the recent 

referendum was in no way connected with the cessation of payments. He further said the US continues to 

support the Peshmerga forces with other forms of “military cooperation and security assistance” such as training 

and equipment.  “The stipend is not the entirety, or even the bulk of our support for Peshmerga forces fighting 

IS” Pahon added.  

Security 
 

Latest al-Baghdadi audio recording authenticated by US: Pentagon 

In a statement on October 5, Pentagon spokesman Eric Pahon, told media that US intelligence services 

analysing the audio recording circulated last week of Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi have verified its authenticity and 

attributed the recording to him.  Pahon said the recording’s content showed that Baghdadi was still alive to a 

recent time, or at least until the time the recording was made.  Baghdadi’s whereabouts and survival remains 

subject of speculation, since his infamous recording mounting the rostrum of Mosul’s Grand Nuri Mosque in June 

2014 to proclaim an Islamic ‘Caliphate’ in Iraq and Syria.  In June 2017, Russia announced they had killed him in 

one of its airstrikes in Syria, later backtracked stating that his death was not certain.     

 

Iraqi PM announces ‘liberation’ of Hawija 

Iraqi Prime Minister Haider al-Abadi announced the liberation of Hawija from IS October 5. Speaking at a joint 

press conference with French President Emmanuel Macron in Paris, aired live by state-run Iraqia News TV, 

Abadi announced the full recapture of Hawija district and town from IS, noting that the border are with Syria was 

the only remaining area under IS  control.  The second phase of the Iraqi forces' advance on Hawija, began on 

September 29, assisted by the allied Popular Mobilization Units (PMU) militia. At the time of Thursday's 

announcement, some sporadic fighting continued to the north and east of Hawija, where remaining IS militants 

retained control of a few small villages, which are reported to be surrounded by Kurdish Peshmerga and Iraqi 

forces.   

 

US coalition calls Hawija liberation a ‘swift and decisive victory’ 

Following the October 5 official announcement of the fall of IS held Hawija district to Iraqi forces, US led coalition 

sources praised the ‘swift and decisive victory’ against IS in Hawijah. “The battle was hard fought and operations 

to liberate the city took 14 days, with many sources reporting more than 1,000 terrorists surrendered,” reads a 

statement from the US Central Command.  “Our Iraqi partners fought bravely and professionally against a brutal 

and determined enemy, safeguarding innocent civilians throughout the entire campaign,” said Lt Gen Paul E 

Funk II, Commanding General of the Combined Joint Task Force said in a statement.  Funk said the victory 

demonstrated that coalition partners remain stronger together. He reiterated that the coalition was committed to 

supporting partners in the tough fight to defeat IS.  

 

IS publication claims ‘great victory’ awaits and calls for women to participate in armed Jihad 

The Islamic State group (IS) has issued an upbeat message to its followers telling them that the group was 

nearing victory despite the intensity of the battle against it.  The message titled "God is great! Glad tidings, O 

Muslims", came in the editorial of IS's weekly newspaper al-Naba, published on October 5 through the group's 

outlets on the messaging app Telegram. The al-Naba publication also stated that Muslim women's participation 

in armed jihad was now an obligation given the intensity of the war against the group. The editorial along with the 

recent audio message from IS leader Abu-Bakr al-Baghdadi are clearly meant to raise the morale of the group's 

soldiers in the context of significant territorial losses.  IS had also previously made it clear that it was against 

women taking part in battles. This latest statement represents a clear shift in IS's position on women in jihad, 

which many see as another sign of their increasing desperation. 
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Humanitarian  
 

Over 3,500 IDPs from Hawija arrive in Peshmerga-held areas  

Over three thousand people who are mostly children and women were displaced on October 2 in and around 

Hawija district due to second phase of the offensive against IS in the area.  According to media reports, the 

displaced people, who fled their homes, fearing IS and Hashd al-Shaabi (PMU) militias, arrived in Peshmerga-

held territories in southern Kirkuk.  Ali Sidiq, a commander from Kirkuk security forces, said they transported the 

IDPs to Maktab Khalid area under Peshmerga forces and later they will be sent to IDP camps in Leylan area.  Up 

to 3,500 people from Hawija, Riyadh and Abbasi arrived in Peshmerga-controlled areas on Monday alone, he 

said, adding they received the IDPs in the best manner and provided them with food, water and other basic 

necessities. 

Economy 
 

Interior Minister: Foreigners in Kurdistan can travel via Baghdad without visa 

Iraqi Interior Minister Qassem al-Araji announced on Monday October 2 that foreigners stranded in the Kurdistan 

region of the country who have entered the country without a federal government visa will be allowed to transit 

from Baghdad International Airport (BIAP) without the need for an Iraqi visa.  Foreigners who had entered the 

northern autonomous region on regional visas not recognised by Baghdad could previously not travel to other 

parts of Iraq.  "Any person can leave the country via Baghdad without paying a fine or needing an exit visa," 

Interior Minister Qassem al-Araji told journalists.   

 

Iraq dollar ban on Kurdish banks; later reports claim that restrictions now eased  

Iraq has stopped selling dollars to leading banks in the Kurdish region, as part of Baghdad's retaliation against 

the recent Kurdish referendum, banking and government sources reported on October 4.  This latest action 

follows Baghdad's banning of international flights to Kurdistan's airports on September 29.  The condition for 

ending the dollar sale prohibition is to have the Kurdish banks under the central bank's control; an unnamed Iraqi 

official was quoted as saying.  A Kurdish official in Erbil however stated that Kurdistan's banks are already 

reporting to Iraq's central bank in Baghdad. Reports later on October 4 however claimed that Iraq’s central bank 

eased its financial restrictions imposed on the Kurdistan region, after receiving a pledge of cooperation from 

Kurdish banks, according to a report citing an Iraqi banking source.  All but four Kurdish-owned banks were 

allowed to send and receive dollar and foreign currency transfers on Wednesday, according to Reuter’s news 

agency. 
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WEEKLY OPERATIONAL ASSESSMENT  

Countrywide Military/Security Situation  
 
Northern Provinces (Kirkuk/Salah al-Din/Diyala) 

 

 

 
 

Reporting in the north this week continues to be dominated by the Hawija clearance operation and its affects 

across the region. Activity across Nineveh highlights not only enduring hazards linked to IS, but the likely pattern 

of reporting from the former Hawija enclave. Reporting in Diyala points to increasing IS presence. 

 

Incidents across Nineveh province highlight enduring hazard linked with IS’ recent control and enduring 

presence. Multiple IEDs strikes and SAF attacks were reported against municipal workers, other civilians and 

security personnel throughout in the Old City and Thawra in west Mosul.  In the west of the province, seven PMU 

members were killed and 10 wounded in an apparent legacy IED strike in a booby-trapped house in Tal Afar, 

approximately 50km west of Mosul. Five militants were also reportedly killed in a failed IS attack in al-Ba'aj, 

approximately 130km south west of the city. To the east, security forces reported shooting and killing a suicide 

bomber targeting a Shia mosque in Bartella district, 40 km east of Mosul. Also in Mosul, a MoI official reported 

on October 6 the arrest of an IS militant impersonating a police officer near Mosul court house; several fake IDs 

were said to be in his possession.  
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ISF and PMU have reported the discovery of several mass grave sites throughout the former Hawija enclave, 

with available detail indicating the majority of victims were members of ISF. On October 6, PMU reported the 

discovery of a total of ten separate mass graves, following reports throughout the week of new grave sites being 

discovered in the former Hawija enclave.  

 

The Ajil and Alas oil fields in Hawija were also reported as fully recaptured on October 2 after two days of 

fighting. Iraqi news footage has shown the extensive oil fires set by Islamic State on their withdrawal.  Elsewhere 

in the province, security forces in Kirkuk reportedly arrested a militant suspected to bear responsibility for several 

fatal IED strikes in Bai Hassan oilfield (northern Kirkuk) and the murder of several civilians in Qara Tepe 

(northern Diyala). Outside of the operational area, an IS financial figure was reportedly arrested in Fat'ha, north 

of Bayji in Salah ad-Din province.  

 

Reporting from Diyala highlights likely displacement of fighters to the province. On October 4, an IS suicide 

attacker was reportedly shot and killed in Baqubah, and two UVIEDs have wounded three people in the city 

centre since October 5. ISF have reported several counter-terror raids, in areas close to the capital, including 

one near the western boundary of the province that recovered a suicide vest. An IED strike on a civilian vehicle 

was also reported on Highway 2, 50km north of Diyala.  

 

In northern Diyala, a village headman and his son were abducted near Qara Tepe, north of Lake Hamrin, on 

October 4. The abduction was likely carried out by IS militants, according to Iraqi press. A roadside IED also 

wounded a farmer near the town the same day. Reporting from central Diyala on October 5 also stated that 

suspected IS militants carried out a SAF attack on the home of a tribal elder and an ISF outpost in al-Nida valley, 

50km north east of Baqubah.  
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Anbar Province 

 

 

 

Reporting in Anbar in this period continues to highlight active IS presence in desert areas within striking distance 

of the provincial capital Ramadi. Following the September 27 attacks into the west of the city that left more than 

60 ISF and civilians casualties, ISF have continued a series of counter-terror raids west of Ramadi. IS have also 

made further attempts to conduct attacks into Ramadi, as well as other towns in the Euphrates River Valley 

(ERV).  

A coalition airstrike on October 3 is reported to have killed 100 IS militants according to several Iraqi media 

reports; the airstrike reportedly targeted a leadership meeting in the al-Tash region west of Lake Habbaniyah. 

Iraqi airstrikes were also reported to have targeted an IS facilities in Al-Qaim and a headquarters in Rawa. ISF 

have continued to consolidate their hold on recently secured areas in western Anbar, conducting IED clearance 

and other shaping operations ahead of anticipated advances into Rawa and Al-Qaim. An ISF officer was killed 

and four others injured in an IED detonation in recently liberated Rihanna village, south of Anah, and 27 booby-

trapped houses were made safe in Akashat in the western desert south of the ERV. 

IS have continued to assert themselves in ISF controlled areas throughout the province. On October 1, ISF in 

Hit, approximately 90km northwest of Ramadi in the Euphrates River Valley (ERV) were reported to have shot 

and killed four suicide bombers. A VBIED targeting an ISF convoy in the city centre the previous evening killed 

one soldier and wounded three. West of Ramadi, ISF partnered with local Sunni PMU reported killing 10 suicide 

bombers in a joint operation in Abu Ghir, Al-Wafa district, 35km south west of Ramadi. ISF on October 6 also 

reported shooting dead an IS suicide bomber as he approached an Iraqi Army HQ in the district. On October 6, 

ISF reported shooting and killing three IS suicide attackers attempting to infiltrate al-Tash in south west Ramadi.  
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Capital Region (Baghdad City) 

 

 

 

Activity within Baghdad city has been routine, with no successful high-profile attacks materialising over the 

Ashura period ending on October 1, or in its immediate wake with the easing of security restrictions. The city saw 

normal patterns of violent and criminal activity. ISF actions continued, albeit with slightly fewer raids reported. 

Three IED incidents were reported in the outer districts of the city, one of which was fatal. Detonations in 

Duwanim in the south west, Arab Jabur in the south, and Jisr Diyala in the south east killed one and wounded 

seven. The attack in Ararb Jabur targeted a Sunni PMU patrol, while the other two targeted civilians in areas of 

high foot-traffic.  

Six shooting incidents were reported. The most significant, in Kadhamiyah’s Shula neighbourhood in the north 

east, was linked to tribal feud. The use of light and medium automatic weapons was reported, though no 

casualties or arrest were noted. An apparent targeted killing took place in the eastern Sadr City district; a 

gunman using a suppressed pistol killed a civilian in a close quarter shooting. Three drive-by shootings, in 

Kadhimiyah and Adhimiyah in the north, and West Rashid in the south west, saw three civilians wounded. 

Several hand grenade incidents were reported, with two in West Rashid and another in Jisr Diyala. None 

resulted in casualties and were apparent acts of intimidation. 

Two abductions were reported in New Baghdad, one of which saw the victim rescued. Also in New Baghdad, 

armed robbers stole $50k and 10m IQD from a currency exchange owner. 
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Central Region (Baghdad Belts) 

 

 

 

Insurgent activity in the Baghdad belts dropped from last week but remained within long-standing norms. Only 

five IED attacks were reported; a decline from 12 last week. All but two were fatal. The most significant attack 

was a VBIED near a Shia Mosque in Hosennia, in the north of the province on October 4. Two were killed and 

four injured. 
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Southern Provinces 

 

 

 

The south in this period has been characterised by low-level civil unrest and criminally or tribally motivated 

armed violence. No significant trends or activities were reported.  

 

Two incidents linked to Sunni insurgents were reported, both in northern Babel. Two suicide attackers were 

intercepted and killed by PMU in Jurf al-Nasir, north of Hillah. Also in Jurf al-Nasir, a policeman was wounded in 

clashes with militants. Another shooting incident in nearby Jurf al-Sakhar killed a policeman and wounded two 

more.  

 

Four shooting incidents linked to tribal or family feuds were reported. The most significant occurred in Diwaniyah 

city’s al-Asri neighborhood, resulting in one fatality and four other casualties. Tribal fighting also broke out near 

Basra’s WQ2 concession on October 2; no casualties or arrests were reported. Another shooting was reported 

shortly afterwards in Thagar, also in the north of the province. 

 

Protests linked to a range of local and national issues were held across the south throughout the week. Ministry 

of Electricity employees protested delays to their salary payments in Dhi Qar’s provincial capital Nasiriya, 

demonstrators opposed to Kurdish independence gathered in Zubayr, and Sadrists called for anti-corruption 

measures outside Basra provincial council in Basra city. 

 

Two civilians died of injuries following an unexploded ordnance (UXO) detonation at an unspecified location in 

Maysan.  
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ACRONYM LIST  
 
AII - Area of Intelligence Interest  
AKA - Also Known As 
AO - Area of Operations 
APC - Armored Personnel Carrier 
APIED - Anti-Personnel IED 
AQ - Al-Qaeda 
AT - Anti-Tank 
ATGW - Anti Tank Guided Weapon 
AVIED - Anti-Vehicle IED 
BBIED - Body Borne IED 
Bde - Brigade 
Bn - Battalion 
BXP - Border Crossing Point 
CET - Convoy Escort Team 
CLC - Concerned Local Citizens 
CoP  - Chief of Police 
CP - Check Point 
C-PERS - Captured Personnel  
CPX - Complex Attack (an attack using multiple weapon 
systems) 
CQA - Close Quarter Assassination/Attack 
DBS - Drive by Shooting 
Div - Division  
DoD - Department of Defense 
DoS - Department of State 
DoS - US Department of State 
ECP - Entry Control Point 
ECP - Entry Control Point (IZ, BIAP) 
EFP - Explosively Formed Projectile 
EOD - Explosive Ordinance Disposal (Bomb Squad) 
ERW - Explosive Remnants of War 
FoM - Freedom of Movement 
GoI - Government of Iraq 
HCN - Host Country National 
HG - Hand Grenade 
HME - Home Made Explosive 
HMG - Heavy Machine Gun 
HVT - High Value Target 
IC - International Community 
IDF - Indirect Fire (i.e.: rockets, mortars) 
IDP - Internally Displaced Persons 
IEC - Independent Electoral Commission  
IED - Improvised Explosive Device 
IM - International Military 
IOC - International Oil Company 
IRAM - Improvised Rocket Assisted Mortar 
IRL - Improvised Rocket Launcher  
IS - Islamic State  
IVCP - Illegal Vehicle Check Point   
IVO - In Vicinity Of 
IZ - International Zone 
KIA - Killed in Action 
LN - Local National/Iraqi Civilian 
MAIED - Magnetically attached IED (aka UVIED) 
MIA - Missing in Action 
MoD - Ministry of Defense 
MoF - Ministry of Finance 
MoFA - Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
MoHE - Ministry of Higher Education 
MoI - Ministry of Interior 
MoJ - Ministry of Justice 
 

 
MoO - Ministry of Oil 
MoT - Ministry of Transportation 
MSR - Main Supply Route 
NFDK - No Further Details Known 
NGO - Non-Governmental Organization (aid/charity) 
NSTR - Nothing Significant To Report 
OCG - Organized Crime Group 
OPF - Oil Protection Force 
PAX - Person, Persons or Passenger 
PBIED - Person-Borne Improvised Explosive Device (UN 
Term) 
PoI - Point of Impact (for IDF) 
PoO - Point of Origin (for IDF) 
PSAF - Precision Small Arms Fire 
PSC - Private Security Company 
PSD - Private Security Detail 
RCIED - Remote-Controlled IED 
RPG - Rocket Propelled Grenade 
RTA - Road Traffic Accident 
SAF - Small Arms Fire 
SAFIRE - Surface to Air FIRE 
SF - Special Forces 
SVBIED - Suicide Vehicle Borne IED 
SVEST - Suicide Explosive Worn Vest 
TCN - Third Country National 
TCP - Traffic Control Point 
Technical - An improvised weapon-mounted pick-up truck 
TTP - Tactics, Techniques and Practices 
UVIED - Under Vehicle IED 
UXO - Unexploded Ordnance 
VBIED - Vehicle Borne IED 
VCP - Vehicle Checkpoint 
WIA - Wounded in Action 
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GARDAWORLD INFORMATION SERVICES 
 
From our management offices and field offices in strategic locations our constant monitoring of the high-risk 
environments in which we work is conveyed through our range of .Xplored™ risk analysis reports. The reports 
contain detailed updates, delivering current and relevant ground-truth information to assist both our personnel 
and our clients in their decision-making.  
 
Our wider risk management solutions provide members of the defense, diplomatic, development, oil & gas and 
infrastructure sectors operating in potentially high-risk and complex environments with a comprehensive range of 
risk analysis, intelligence, crisis response, and training services. These services are designed to provide clients 
with the proactive capability to remain aware in potentially hostile environments and identify risks while 
strengthening their reactive capacity in emergency situations.  
 
Our current regular reporting geographies include: Nigeria, Mali, Libya, Iraq, Afghanistan and Yemen on a daily, 
weekly, fortnightly, and monthly basis.  
 
Through our constant monitoring and predictive threat analysis our Information Services team help you plan for, 
manage, and respond to risks.  
 
For more information on our .Xplored reports or for information about our special-to-task reports tailored to 
individual client requirements, please contact us: informationops@garda.com or contact our regional 
representative iraq.ram@garda.com (Mobile: +964 7823 783 972) 
 
For more information on how our services can support your business in Iraq contact:  
Daniel Matthews, Senior Director Iraq daniel.matthews@garda.com 
 
 

GARDAWORLD  
 

A global leader in comprehensive security and risk management 
 
GardaWorld International Protective Services is the international security division of GardaWorld Security 
Corporation, the world's largest privately owned security company with over 62,000 global staff.  
 
We support clients in emerging, complex and high-risk markets around the world with static security, security 
consulting, risk analysis and reporting, crisis management and business continuity, mobile security, close 
protection, training and kidnap for ransom and extortion response solutions. 
 
We work across multiple business sectors to provide protection and security for clients in the extractives, 
aerospace and defense, critical infrastructure, government and diplomatic and development sectors to secure 
employees, assets, and reputation so clients can focus solely on running daily operations and growing their 
business.  
 
Discover more about the markets we serve and to learn how our international security solutions can help you 
contact us today: gwinfo@garda.com  
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